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• Leabhair thagartha 

• Clar gnlomhalochtalleabharlainne 

• Grupalleitheoireachta & tacalocht litearthachta 

•Staideir Aitiula agus Cartlanna 

•ldirllon agus Wi-Fi 

Seirbhfsf ar line 

•Catalog arline agus athnuaigh iasachtal ata amuigh agat ar: 

www.kerrylibrary.ie 

• National and international newspapers online available •Nuachtain naisiunta agus idirnaisiunta ar fail arline do bhaill 

to members via www.kerrylibrary.ie 

•Languages online 

•Irish Newspapers Archive incl. The Kerryman online, Griffith's 

Valuation 1848-1864 & Census 1901 & 1911. 

•Online Request books from any Kerry library online at 

www.kerrylibrary.ie 
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•Cartlann dhigiteach nuachtain o Eirinn agus The Kerryman 

arline, Luachail Ul Ghrlofa 1848-1864 agus Daonairimh 1901 

& 1911. 

•larratais o leabharlanna i gCiarral arline www.kerrylibrary.ie 



Introduction 

The Kerry Library Toys and Sensory Resources Collection provides a service for children with complex 

needs and their families, in County Kerry. The library has its base at Castle island Library. It was estab

lished in 2015 for children who have a variety of needs. This was in response to the growing demand 

for intervention services and the necessity for parents and professionals to work together to give the 

children the maximum opportunity to develop skills and independence. The library was grant aided by 

the Department of Children and Youth Affairs under the Play and Recreation funding scheme. 

Kerry Library has over 400 toys; many are purchased specifically to meet the requirements of children 

with complex needs. Items for lending include sensory and tactile toys and toys which build on fine and 

gross motor skills as well as educational and learning games. 

Further details from Castleisland Library at (066) 7163403 

E-mail: castleisland@kerrylibrary.ie Website: www.kerrylibrary.ie 

Reamhra 

Soi,Hhrafonn Cn6sach Breagan & Aiseanna Ceadfacha na Leabharlainne Chiarraf seirbhfs i gcomhair 

paistf le riachtanais casta agus a dteaghlaigh i gContae Chiarraf. Ta an leabharlann lonnaithe iLea

bharlann Oilean Chiarraf. Bunafodh i 2015 fi gcomhair paistf ata riachtanais eagsula acu. Freagra a ba 

e sea de thoradh meadaithe eilimh ar seirbhfsf idighabhala agus an ga do thuismitheoirf agus 

ghairmithe oibriu le cheile chun an deis is m6 a thabhairt do phaistf a scileanna agus ne

amhspleachas a fhorbairt. Fuair an leabharlann cunamh deontais 6n Roinn Leanaf agus Gn6thaf 6ga 

faoin sceim mhaoinithe Sugradh agus Caitheamh Aimsire:.. 

Ta nfos m6 na 400 breagain ag Leabharlann Chiarraf; roinnt mhaith acu ceannaithe go hairithe le 

eilimh paistf le riachtanais speisialta casta acu a shasamh. Ta breagain tadhlacha agus ceadfacha le 

fafl ar iasacht agus breagain a chothafonn scileanna mfnluaileacha agus oll-luaileacha mar aon le 

cluichf foghlama agus oideachasula. Breis eolais 6 Leabharlann Oilean Chiarraf (066) 7163403 

R-phost: castleisland@kerrylibrary.ie Sul6mh ldirlln: www.kerrylibrary.ie 

Feidhmeannacht na Seirbhise Slainte 
Health Service Executive 
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Conditions of Use 

1. Registration with the Kerry Toy and Sensory Resource Collection, requires a letter of referral from 

an Occupational Therapist, Speech & Language Therapist, Physiotherapist or Psychologist working 

in Kerry. 

2. The Kerry Toys & Sensory Resources Collection is based at Castleisland Library. 

3. Membership is free to any parent who can provide the above referral form. 

4. The loan period is 21 days. 

5. Three items may be borrowed at any one time. 

6. The loan period can be extended by renewing the item online, by phone or in person. 

7. In the interests of Health & Safety please inform library staff if equipment is incomplete or faulty. 

8. Library staff can assist users of this service but cannot make recommendations on toys & resources. 

9. Toys and equipment should only be used on the advice of a designated health professional. 

10. Children & adults using the toys and equipment should be monitored at all times by parent or 

guardian. 

11. Toys and equipment may vary slightly from the photographs in this catalogue but will function in 

the same way. 

12. To ensure availability, please reserve the item you request in advance by phone, e-mail or online. 

13. Parents or guardians requesting items online need to use their Toy Library membership barcode 

and PIN number when logging on via www.kerrylibrary.ie - select your own 4 digit PIN when 

registering with your Librarian. 

14. Toy Library members can choose and borrow toys at the Toy and Sensory Resources Collection 

Library or request toys from the Library Catalogue and collect them from their local library once 

available. All toys should be checked and cleaned before being returned. 

15. Items in this catalogue are current at time of publication (2019) but some items may need to be 

withdrawn or replaced. 

A service of 
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Coinnlollacha 

1. Nf mor do husaideoirf litir tarchurtha a bheith acu o theirpeoir saothair, teiripeoir urlabhra agus 

teanga, fisiteirpeoir no sfceolaf ata ag oibriu i gCiarraf le chlaru leis an gCnosach Breagan & Aisean

na Ceadfacha na Leabharlainne Chiarraf. 

2. Ta Cnosach Breagan & Aiseanna Ceadfacha na Leabharlainne Chiarraf i Leabharlann Oilean Chiarraf 

3. Ta ballrafocht saar in aisce do aon tuismitheoir a bhfuil in ann an fhoirm tarchurtha thuasluaite a 

sholathar. 

4. Maireann an treimhse iasachta ar feadh 211a. 

5. Is feidir le 3 mhfr a bheith ar iasacht ag duine in aon am amhain. 

6. Is feidir sfneadh ama a chur leis an treimhse iasachta le athnuachan a dheanamh ar lfne, le 

ghuthan no leis an duine fein. 

7. Ar mhaithe Slainte agus Sabhailteacht, cuir in iul do fhoireann na leabharlainne, le do thoil, ma ta 

breagan/trealamh lochtach no briste. 

8. Ta foireann na leabharlainne in ann cabhru le husaideoirf na seirbhfse sea ach nfl siad in ann moltaf 

a thabhairt ar bhreagain no ar uirlisf. 

9. Isle comhairle ghairmf a usaidfear breagain agus trealaimh. 

10. Ba choir do thuismiththeoirf suil a choimead i gconaf ar daoine fasta & paistf ag usaid breagan agus 

trealamh. 

11. Seans go mbfonn breagain agus trealaimh beagan difriuil ona grianghraif sa chatalog sea ach 

feidhmeofar iad ar an doigh cheanna. 

12. Glaoigh no seal rfomhphost roimh re chun an bhreagain ata uait a chur in airithe agus a sholathar 

a dheimhniu. Usaid do bharrachod ballrafochta no UAP(PIN) ar lfne ag www.kerrylibrary.ie le 

iarratais a dheanamh ar mfreanna. 

13. Nf mor do thuismitheorf no chaomhnoirf a mbarrachoid ballrafochta na leahbarlainne bhreagain 

agus uimhir UAP a usaid nuair ata siad ag deanamh iarratas ar lfne agus ag logail isteach trf 

www.kerrylibrary.ie - roghnaigh do UAP 4 dhigit fein nuair ata tu ag claru le do leabharlannaf 

14. Is feidir le bail I na leabharlainne bhreagan mfreanna a roghnu agus a fhail ar iasacht o chatalog na 

leabharlainne agus iad a thogail ona leabharlann aitiuil nuair ata said le fail. Ba choir do ghach bre

agan a bheith seiceailte agus glanta sula dtugtar as a is iad. 

15. Ta na mfreanna sa chatalog sea ar fail faoi lath air ag an am fhoilsithe (2019 ) ach seans go mbeidh 

cinn acu bainte as seirbhfs agus cinn eile curtha in ait iad sin ata briste. 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS 

Shopping List 
Catalogue# 1 

Be the first to fill your trolley with all of the items on your shopping list, in this 

fun memory game. Shopping List is a board game that is a fast paced bundle 

of fun. The objective is to collect all the items on your list to be the winner, 

helping to develop memory and number skills whilst having fun. Now consid

ered an Orchard Toy Classic. 

~~~- ~ ~~ \ Develops: Matching and Memory Skills- Personal and Social Skills-

··.::~~?;., .~-:; ~/;JrlJ Encourages Observational Skills 
~!:!J~@,~ElJ 

ISBN: 2001700123547 Age: 3-7yrs Players: 2-4 

Slug in a Jug 
Catalogue# 2 

Three fun rhyming word games. Play Slug in a Jug by collecting rhyming cards 

to make a silly sentence, or play Find the Rhyme or Rhyming Pairs.-

Promotes: Language and Literacy- Develops: Personal and Social Skills-

~~ ~ ~Encourages Observational Skills Age: 5-9yrs Players: 2-4 

~ ~ ISBN:2001700123554 

Two by Two Cata Iogue # 3 

,,1!(, ••·~""~ l&!ll ' '"~~ Noah's ark memory game- Pair up the animals and post them into the big 3-D 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry c ounty Gouncll 

Noah's ark, then find the rain cloud to make the ark sail away. 

Promotes: Language and Literacy- Develops: Personal and Social Skills

Encourages Observational Skills 

Age: 3-6yrs Players: 2-4 

Guess Who? Catalogue# 4 

The original flip n' find face game with new features. Now includes 2 
character cards: people and pets! Ask as many questions as it takes to 
single out the mystery face. Set up and play in seconds! 

Promotes: Language and Literacy- Develops: Personal and Social Skills

Encourages Observational Skills 

ISBN: 2001700123622 Age: 6yrs Players: 2 

11 Kerry Library- Toys & Sensory Resources Collection 



EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS 

What's Up 
Catalogue# 5 

A Classic "What's on my head" game written especially for children to play 
and enjoy. Each card has an image on it, for example a lion, a fire engine or a 
balloon. Then each child has to guess "what's on their head" by asking a 
series of searching questions, where the answer can only be yes or no. 

Cards are graded for younger and older children-

Develops: Matching and Memory Skills- Observational Skills - Language and 

Literacy- Promotes: Personal and Social Skills-

ISBN:2001700123592 Age: 6+yrs Players: 2-4 

Charades for Kids Catalogue# 6 

Younger children can look at the pictures and act out subjects such as 

animals. Older children act out things like eating spaghetti and doing up shoe 

laces. 

Promotes: Language and Literacy- Develops: Personal and Social Skills

Encourages Observational Skills 

ISBN: 2001700123639 Age: 5-9yrs Players: 2-4 

Pictionary Mania 
Catalogue# 7 

New ways to play add to the excitement and fun of Pictionary. Your path to 

the winner's circle can get shorter or longer. Steal your opposing team's cate

gory and make their path longer if you win. Includes new game elements: 

Body Doodle, Draw Back, Eyes Wide Shut, Direct a Draw, Panograph, All Play, 

Regular Pictionary. Includes two doodle pro boards. 

Promotes: Language and Literacy- Observational Skills Develops: Personal and Social Skills-

ISBN:2001700124490 Age: 3-6yrs Players: 2-4 

Rory's Story Cubes -Actions 
Catalogue# 8 

These are great for teaching language, or as a mix-in with any other pack. 

The 54 pictograms in Actions are based on the most frequently used verbs. 

As well as being great for combining with any other pack of Rory's Story 

Cubes, Actions are used by teachers all over the world to teach languages. 

Promotes: Language and Literacy- Develops: Personal and Social Skills- Imagination and Creativity 

ISBN:2001700123493 Age: 7+yrs Players: 1 or more 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS 

Rory's Story Cubes - Voyages Cata Iogue # 9 

These make a great first or second set of Rory's Story Cubes. They are great 
on their own, or can be mixed with any other set. Start your stories with 
'Once Upon a Time' and use Voyages set to tell tales of epic adventure. The
se are great for teaching language, or as a mix-in with any other pack. Rory's 
Story Cubes, are used by teachers all over the world to teach languages. 

Promotes: Language and Literacy- Develops: Personal and Social Skills

Imagination and Creativity 

Farm Four in a box Cata Iogue # 10 

4 different puzzles in 1 box- From 4 to 12 pieces per puzzle -Helps with first 

counting skills -Suitable for ages 3 and over- Best- selling puzzle. Use these 

bright progressive jigsaw puzzles of favourite farmyard animal pictures and 

begin to count first numbers. 

Develops: Numeracy- Observational Skills -Hand Eye Coordination- Lan

guage and Literacy -Imagination and Creativity. 

ISBN: 2001700123608 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Chunky Puzzle - Farm Catalogue# 11 

The pieces are raised from the base for easy lifting. Suitable for 12+ months. 

Pieces stand on their own for additional play- Thick puzzle pieces are easy 

for small hands- Full-colour pictures beneath each piece- This unique puz

zle promotes pretend play as well as matching skills 

Promotes: Language and Literacy- Develops: Matching and Memory Skills-Hand Eye Coordination- Im

agination and Creativity- Encourages Observational Skills 

ISBN:2001700124117 Age: 1+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Chunky Puzzle -Transport 
Cata Iogue # 12 

The pieces are raised from the base for easy lifting. Suitable for 12+ months. 

Pieces stand on their own for additional play- Thick puzzle pieces are easy 

for small hands- Full-colour pictures beneath each piece- This unique 

puzzle promotes pretend play as well as matching skills 

Promotes: Language and Literacy- Develops: Matching and Memory Skills-Hand Eye Coordination

Imagination and Creativity- Encourages Observational Skills 

ISBN:2001700124131 Age: 1+yrs Players: 1 or more 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS 

Pop-Up Teddies Catalogue# 13 

Turn the shaped knobs and watch one of the three teddy bears pop out of his 

box. Includes an easy grip carry handle on the back, and safety mirrors on the 

front. Each of the three knobs is a different shape. Our Pop-up Teddies aid in 

colour recognition and shape matching. Tolo Toys award winning designs, 

bright colours and cute characters make growing up fun. Specially designed to 

stimulate a child's interest and curiosity, these toys encourage important developmental skills. 

Develops: Gross & Fine Motor Skills- Observational Skills -Hand Eye Coordination-

ISBN: 2001700124551 Age: 1+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Frog in a Box Catalogue# 14 

Frog in a Box is a soft, fun version of the classic jack-in-a-box toy, with a difference- lift the 

lid and the frog jumps right out of the box. -The game of peep-o can be repeated time and 

time again -The frog will squeak and rattle; the lily pad lid has crinkle petals and different 

textures to explore- Suggested for ages 9 months to 36 months with Adult Supervision- Fun 

toy or gift idea for baby and toddlers. 

Develops: Language and Literacy- Observational Skills -Encourages: Imagination and 

Creativity. 

ISBN: 2001700124612 Age: 9-36 Months Players: 1 or more 

Train Set- Magnetic Trio Set cataloguen 1s 

Set of three magnetic vehicles. Chunky and easy to grip, link together with 

magnetic couplings or play with individually. The Magnetic Trio Set is great for 

encouraging movement and imaginative play. Children can make the train 

zoom around with the carriages attached or race the three of them against 

each other. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception-

ISBN:2001700125374 Age: 18 months+ Players: 1 or more 

Emergency Vehicle - Magnetic Trio Set 
Catalogue# 16 

The Magnetic Trio Set is great for encouraging movement and imaginative play. 

Children can make lots of siren noises as they race to the rescue, race the vehi

cles against each other or connect them up to drive them along all together. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Imagination & Creativity 

ISBN:2001700123660 Age: 18 months+ Players: 1 or more 

A service of 
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EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS- Puzzles 

Chunky Puzzle -Safari Cata Iogue # 17 

African animal favourites are featured on this extra thick wooden puzzle. 

Eight easy-grasp, chunky wild animal pieces have full-colour, matching pic

tures underneath. The animal pieces stand upright for pretend play. Encour

ages hand-eye, fine motor and creative expression skills. 

The pieces are raised from the base for easy lifting. Suitable for 12+ months. Pieces stand on their own 

for additional play- Thick puzzle pieces are easy for small hands- Full-colour pictures beneath each piece 

Promotes: Language and Literacy- Develops: Matching and Memory Skills-Hand Eye Coordination

Imagination and Creativity- Encourages Observational Skills 

ISBN:2001700124124 Age: 2+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Sound Puzzle- Vehicles Cata Iogue # 18 

Place the vehicle pieces correctly to get a sound reward. Realistic vehicle 

sounds when puzzle piece is placed on board -A great way to give imme

diate feedback on a job well done!- A fun and unique way to reinforce 

cause-and-effect, early vocabulary and matching skills- Recommended 

Age Range 2 Years and up 

Develops: Matching and Listening- Hand Eye Coordination- Visual Perception- Gross & Fine Motor Skills-

ISBN: 2001700125428 Age: 2+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Sound Puzzle- Farm Animals cataloguen
19 

Place pieces correctly to trigger realistic sounds- Enhance matching and 

listening skills- Eight farm-themed pieces. Your child will enjoy all eight 

sounds and the full-colour, matching pictures under the pieces of this 8-

piece peg puzzle! The eye- and ear-catching puzzle enhances matching 

and listening skills. 

Develops: Matching and Listening- Hand Eye Coordination- Visual Perception- Gross & Fine Motor Skills 

ISBN: 2001700124100 Age: 2+yrs Players: 1 or more 

ISBN: 2001700124018 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 

Geometric Shapes - Games catalogue#
20 

A perfect first puzzle, this super-size, solid-wood puzzle features all the 

classic geometric shapes- Extra-large knobs make it easy for small hands 

to remove each brightly coloured piece- Matching full-colour pictures are 

underneath- Helps little ones develop fine motor and matching skills-

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception-

Age: 1+yrs Players: 1 or more 
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EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS - Puzzles 

6 Vehicle Puzzle Catalogue# 21 

6 piece lift out puzzle- Helps develop hand-to-eye coordination, think

ing and problem-solving skills. Bright colours and bold pictures encour

age your child to explore the lift out puzzle for themselves. Featuring 

everyday vehicles, this puzzle is a fun way of familiarising your little one 

with new things. Talking them through the pictures also helps them to 

build up a vocabulary and develop conversation skills. There are 6 pieces altogether, which are designed 

for little hands to grasp and improve their motor skills. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception- Matching & Memory Skills. 

ISBN: 2001700123677 Age: 18+ Months Players: 1 or more 

ISBN: 2001700124322 

Sound Blocks - Farm Catalogue# 22 

Animals "sound off" when the two wooden cubes are properly placed in 

the wooden tray! Find the halves that match and listen to six realistic farm 

animal sounds. Develops visual perception and fine motor skills. The eye

and ear-catching puzzle enhances matching and listening skills. 

Develops: Matching and Listening- Hand Eye Coordination- Gross & Fine 

Motor Skills- Visual Perception 

Age: 2+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Sound Blocks - Vehicles Catalogue# 23 

Hear the sounds of six favourite vehicles when the two wooden cubes are 

properly placed in the wooden tray! Fire engine and steam train are among 

the featured vehicles in this match and listen activity. The realistic sounds 

act as lively encouragement when children put together the halves that 

match. The eye-&-ear-catching puzzle enhances matching & listening skills. 

Develops: Matching and Listening- Hand Eye Coordination- Visual Perception- Gross & Fine Motor Skills 

ISBN: 2001700123615 Age: 2+yrs Players: 1 or more 

10 in a Box Animal Puzzles Catalogue# 24 

With ten different puzzles to put together, your child will love sorting the 

pieces by colour, shape and size, and looking for clues to show them which 

pieces fit together. There are ten different animal families to find, all from 

different parts of the world. Talk about what the names of the animals 

are, if they make any noises, where in the world they come from and what 

they like to eat. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception- Matching & Memory Skills. 

ISBN: 2001700123790 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS - Puzzles 

Cata Iogue # 25 

My First Everyday LIFT OUT Puzzle 
12 piece lift out puzzle. Colourful images of everyday objects. The bright 

colours and bold pictures encourage your child to explore the lift out puz

zle for themselves. Featuring everyday items like a teddybear, chair and 

book, this puzzle is a fun way of familiarising your little one with new 

things. Talking them through the pictures also helps them to build up a 

vocabulary and develop conversation skills. There are twelve pieces altogether, which are designed for 

little hands to grasp and improve their motor skills. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception- Matching & Memory Skills. 

ISBN: 2001700123691 Age: 1 +yrs Players: 1 or more 

When I Grow Up Puzzle Cata Iogue # 26 

10 different puzzles with Job theme to put together. Your child will love 

sorting the pieces by colour, shape and size and looking for clues to show 

them which pieces fit together. There are ten different jobs to find, such 

as an astronaut, farmer, doctor, mechanic and pop star. Talk about what 

the names of the jobs are, what they do and which is your favourite. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception- Matching & Memory Skills. 

ISBN: 2001700124025 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Giant Dino Foam Puzzle Catalogue# 27 

Great for developing problem solving skills, this giant foam floor puzzle has 48 

pieces. Once made, it shows a fun prehistoric scene with dinosaurs. Talk about 

the different creatures, objects and things you can see, which encourages the de-

:a~~~!A velopment of conversation skills. 

ISBN: 2001700123899 

I 

I 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception

Problem Solving- Matching & Memory Skills. 

Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Catalogue# 28 

Princess Castle Giant Foam Floor Puzzle 
Great for developing problem solving skills, this giant foam floor puzzle has 

48 pieces. Once made, it shows a fun princess castle scene with a carriage 

and Prince Charming. Talk about the different animals, objects and people 

:. you can see, which encourages the development of conversation skills. 

Safety warning: Not suitable for under 36 months. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception- Imaginative Play. 

ISBN: 2001700124698 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry c ounty Gouncll 
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EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS 

Happyland school Catalogue# 29 

The Happyland school set is a fun way of introducing your little one to the 

idea of going to nursery and school. Help the teacher take all the children 

outside to play during break time, and lead them all back inside for lessons 

when the bell goes. Learn about the world with the map on the blackboard, 

pretend to paint pretty pictures on the easel, and sing along to fun songs 

with the school children. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception- Imaginative Play. 

ISBN: 2001700123882 Age: 18+ Months Players: 1 or more 

Fold & Go Dolls House Cata Iogue # 30 

Enjoy a home away from home with this delightful wooden dollhouse -

Two flexible wooden play figures live in this house, complete with eleven 

pieces of wooden furniture- The doll house opens for easy access and folds 

closed for convenient storage- Includes 2 figures and 11 pieces of wooden 

furniture. 

Develops: Personal and Social Skills -Imagination and Creativity -Motor Skills -Visual Perception 

ISBN: 2001700124605 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Wooden Family Doll set Catalogue# 31 

This beautiful wooden doll family set is perfect for populating play sets or 

playing family in any imaginative setting! The seven pose-able people 

have flexible limbs, so children can bend their bodies and change their 

positions as they enjoy limitless pretend-play possibilities. Comes with 7 

play figures including Mom, Dad, Grandma, Grandpa and three children. 

Nurtures: social, emotional, and communication skills 

Develops: Language and Communication - Personal and Social Skills- Imagination and Creativity 

ISBN: 2001700124735 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Rosebud Luxury Living Room Catalogue# 32 

The coordinating Rosebud living room furniture set helps to turn your child's 

Rosebud House into a lovely home for their dolls. This dolls' living room fur

niture set has a sofa and two armchairs with cushions, a coffee table, side-

board, TV, house plant, flower in a pot, floor lamp and a circular rug. Because 

Rosebud house has a fantastic open-plan design, your child can arrange the furniture however they like in 

the house, and enjoy re-arranging the pieces as often as they like. 

Develops: Language & Communication Skills- Personal & Social Skills- Fine Motor Skills- Personal & 

Social Skills- Imagination & Creativity 

ISBN:2001700123875 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS 
Catalogue # 33 

Rosebud Village - The Jones Family 
The Rosebud Village Doll Family includes Grandma, Grandad, Mum, Dad, a 

daughter and a baby son in Dad's arms. The dolls have friendly wooden fac

es, bendy poseable arms and legs, and sturdy wooden shoes that they can 

stand up on. The three generations of dolls in the Rosebud Village Doll 

Family are ready for your child to bring to life- where your child can enjoy 

years of imaginative play. 

Develops: Language & Communication Skills- Personal & Social Skills- Fine Motor Skills- Personal & 

Social Skills- Imagination & Creativity 

ISBN:2001700123684 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS - Dress-Up & Make believe 

Fire Chief dress-up Cata Iogue # 34 

Here is everything your fire fighter needs in an emergency: a bright red, machine

washable jacket, trimmed with reflective material, a fire chief helmet, a 11 fire ex

tinguisher11, a bullhorn with sound effects, a shiny badge and a name tag for per

sonalizing. 

Develops: Personal & Social Skills- Encourages: Imagination and Creativity. 

ISBN: 2001700124544 Age: 3yrs Players: 1 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 

Fairy - Dress Up 
Catalogue# 35 

Magically expand your child's imaginative and creative play with this enchanting 

fairy dress-up. A flower and ribbon belt provides the finishing touch to the velvety 

bodice. With shimmering wings let the adventures begin! 

Develops: Imagination and Creativity- Language and Communication 

ISBN: 2001700124681 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 

Doctor- Dress Up Cata Iogue # 36 

Prescribe a day of play with this white lab coat and black medical bag filled with a 

plush needle, otoscope and stethoscope. You'll see for yourself that laughter is the 

best medicine! Encourages Imagination and creative play- whilst also addressing 

any anxiety your child may have with real life medical needs- medications etc. In

cludes a jacket and facemask, a stethoscope with sound effects, a reflex hammer, an 

ear scope, a syringe and a name tag. 

Develops: Imagination and Creativity- Language and Communication 

ISBN: 2001700124636 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 
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EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS - Dress-Up Make Believe 

Construction Worker- Dress Up Catalogue# 37 

Work zone ahead! Your little construction worker will be ready for the job with this 

bright orange, machine-washable vest, highlighted with reflective material and a 

tool belt, a yellow hard hat, "safety" goggles, a hammer, a saw, and a name tag for 

personalizing. 

Develops: Imagination and Creativity- Language and Communication 

ISBN: 2001700124629 Age: 3-6yrs Players: 1 

Medical Case- Set Catalogue# 38 

This fun play doctor's or nurse's Medical Case is a packed with fun, toy medical 

kit, so your child can enjoy making people and toys better! The Medical Case has 

a stethoscope, thermometer, syringe, tweezers, bandage and much more- there 

are 12 pieces of play medical kit in the toy doctor's case. Your child can enjoy 

treating his poor sick teddies and dolls, and check over peaky parents too. This 

fun Medical Case is great for inspiring your child to enjoy roleplay and develop language as well as their 

imagination and creativity. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Personal & Social skills -Imagination and creativity 

ISBN: 2001700124162 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Tea Set- 15 piece Catalogue# 39 

Tea-party play is a wonderful time to let imagination run free! Inspire your child's 

l~~~~, creative play with these activity ideas: Tea party time! Ask the child to create pa-

ll per invitations and to give them to her friends, family, or dolls. Ask the child to set 

a table with the saucers, teacups and spoons, and to invite her guests to sit at 

each place. Encourage the "host" to fill each cup with "tea" from the teapot, then 

to offer milk from the creamer and sugar from the sugar bowl. (Be sure to use only 

cold liquids such as water, juice or milk for the pretend tea.) Use the saucers to serve tasty treats. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Imagination & Creativity- Personal & Social Skills 

ISBN: 2001700123868 (Always use cold liquids) Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Tea-Set - 34 piece Catalogue# 40 

Tea-party play is a wonderful time to let imagination run free! Inspire your 

child's creative play with these activity ideas: Tea party time! Ask the child 

to create paper invitations and to give them to her friends, family, or dolls. 

Ask the child to set a table with the saucers, teacups and spoons, and to 

invite her guests to sit at each place. Encourage the "host" to fill each cup with "tea" from the teapot, then 

to offer milk from the creamer and sugar from the sugar bowl. 

Develops: Language and Communication - Personal and Social Skills- Imagination and Creativity 

ISBN: 2001700123776 (Always use cold liquids) Age: 2+yrs Players: 1 or more 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry c ounty Gouncll 
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EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS 

Cash Register with Euro Money cataloguen 41 

Learning coin recognition and equivalency skills has never been so much fun! 

Cash register features a solar-powered calculator, oversized buttons and big 

digital display. Cash tray compartments are large enough to hold real-life 

money. 26cm x 24cm register is made of durable plastic and includes Activity 

Guide and play credit card and money. Suitable for 3+ 

Develops: Numeracy Skills- Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination -Visual Perception- Language and 

Communication- Personal & Social Skills- Imagination and Creativity. 

ISBN: 2001700124728 Age: 3+yrs (contains small pieces) Players: 1 or more 

Post Box - Wooden Catalogue# 42 

There are five wooden letters that need to be delivered to the post office on 

time: pick a colour and post it into the post box so the postman can come and 

pick them up later. Can you name all the colours? There are blue, orange, red, 

yellow and green letters to choose from. You can even write out your own real 

letters and scribbles, put them in real envelopes to post: send a letter to all the 

family & also become the postman to empty the post box and deliver the letters. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception- Matching & Memory Skills. 

ISBN: 2001700123851 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Walkie Talkies Catalogue# 43 

Two working walkie-talkies that work with up to 400m distance between them. 

With volume control and belt clips. Require 2 9V batteries. These Walkie Talkies 

really work: chat between rooms, pretend to be the police, spies or secret agents. 

Use the belt clips for hands-free action while edging around corners and darting behind 

obstacles. 

Develops: Language & Communication Skills- Personal & Social Skills- Fine Motor Skills

I magi nation & Creativity 

ISBN:2001700123707 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Little learning Phone Cata Iogue # 44 

The Little Learning Phone is a great and safe way to introduce your little one to 

technology. It provides a fun way to learn about numbers, colours and animals 

while stimulating the senses, and helps boost hand to eye coordination skills as 

' your little one figures out the different functions the buttons have. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception- Matching 

& Memory Skills- Numeracy and literacy 

ISBN: 2001700123653 Age: 1+yrs Players: 1 or more 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS 

. Catalogue# 45 a-e 

Sand T1mers: Green - Yellow - Blue - Orange - Purple 
Sand Timers work on the strategy of incorporating achievable Start & Finish times for tasks and encour

age and develop good Time Management. 

Develops: Focus & Concentration -leading to increased comprehension and better performance 

GREEN - 1 MINUTE 
Catalogue# 45a 

YELLOW- 3 MINUTE 
Cata Iogue # 45b 
ISBN: 2001700123844 

BLUE 5 MINUTE 
Catalogue# 45c 

ISBN: 2001700123516 ISBN: 2001700123523 

ORANGE - 10 MINUTE 
Catalogue# 45d 

PURPLE- 15 MINUTE 
Catalogue# 45e 
ISBN: 2001700123509 ISBN: 2001700123905 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 

The Charlotte Clock Catalogue# 46 

A New method of teaching children about time -Here at last is a well

structured, simplified and complete programme to teach telling the time. It's 

'hands-on' approach through activities and games, which children will love, will 

appeal to parents, teachers and teaching assistants. The kit provides a Working 

Clock and attachment Practice Clock and this teaching manual has a wealth of 

photocopiable resources for use with the activities. 

Teaches: Time telling Develops:- Numeracy Skills 

ISBN:2001700124292 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Rainbow Stacker Catalogue# 47 

Brilliantly coloured rings, this stacker is a wonderful versatile sorting-toy which will 

amuse & stimulate children visually & mentally. The simple design and bold colours al

low children to be immersed in reasoning and creative thinking while developing motor 

skills, hand-eye coordination and logical thinking. Adults can guide children to discuss 

and learn about colours, size, and ordering as well as practice counting. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand Eye Coordination- Reasoning & logical thinking 

ISBN: 2001700124704 Age: 12 Months+ Players: 1 

Wild Animal - Set of 10 pieces Catalogue# 48 

Packed inside a handy storage tub, these ten realistic wild animals are perfect 

& for lots of fun imaginary play. Set off on wild adventures through the jungle, 

see what animals you can spot on safari, pretend you are a Zoo-Keeper look

ing after all the animals, or imagine you are a wilderness explorer. 

Develops: Imagination and creativity- Language and Communication- Matching & Memory skills 

ISBN:2001700123721 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS 

Numicon At Home Cata Iogue # 49 

Numicon is a multi-sensory approach to teaching maths developed by 

experts in the classroom. It is designed to help children understand con

nections between numbers. Your child may already be using Numicon at 

school, but even if they're not, it's ideal to support the early maths teach

ing they will be meeting in the classroom. Through the multi-sensory 

activities and mathematical language of Numicon, your child will develop 

the understanding and skills that underpin their later understanding of numbers. Kit contains: 1st Steps 

with Numicon at Home- Book of Activities (1) Numicon Shapes (32) Numicon Coloured Pegs (52) Numicon 

Feely Bag (1) Numicon Zig Zag Book (1) Numicon Threading Laces (3) Numicon Baseboard (1) Numicon 

Picture Baseboard Overlays (2) Numicon 0-10 Numeral Cards (1) 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Numeracy Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination -Visual Perception 

ISBN: 2001700124308 Age: 3+yrs Users: 1 or more 

• • • Catalogue# 50 

Num1con Foundation K1t- single user 

Designed for all early years' settings and popular in playgroups and at home 

as well as new entrant classes, the Foundation Kit gives parents & teachers 

lots of practical ideas for helping children to develop understanding of num-

bers and number relationships. Children find the colourful Numicon shapes 

t attractive, and are drawn to work with them independently. The step by step 

teaching activities help children to learn the colours and patterns of Numicon -recognise and order nu

merals and their values and -begin practical addition and subtraction. The Kit contains: 1 Teaching Guide 

- 160 Coloured Numicon Shapes- 160 Pegs - 2 Baseboards- 6 Picture Overlays - 6 Number Overlays- 1 

Feely Bag - 2 Spinners - 2 Spinner Overlays- 1 Display Number Line - 1 Magnetic strip 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Numeracy Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination -Visual Perception 

ISBN: 2001700125244 Age: 3+yrs Users: 1 or more 

Catalogue# 51 

Numicon: Breaking Barriers- one to one 

Numicon is a proven approach for teaching and learning maths that builds deep 

understanding and engagement. Through active investigation with problem-solving at 

its heart and supported by structured apparatus, children reason and communicate 

mathematically with confidence. Breaking Barriers is specifically designed for teaching 

children who experience particular difficulties learning maths, including those with 

special educational needs and disabilities. The Teaching Handbook provides a coherent teaching progression with 

support for planning and assessment, a Teaching Guide containing expert advice on making number ideas accessible 

and addressing children's underlying difficulties, easy-to-follow activities with guidance on the smaller steps some 

children may need to take, suggestions for extension, helpful illustrations that demonstrate how apparatus can be 

used to support children's reasoning, ideas for putting the activities into context, and links to the Numicon Number, 

Pattern and Calculating and Geometry, Measurement and Statistics materials 

Develops: Numeracy Skills- Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception 

ISBN:2001700125367 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS 

Lamh-a-Song Lamh-A-Song Catalogue #52 

Lamh-a-Song is a DVD and song book of 15 nursery rhymes for young 

children, performed using Lamh signs. Lamh-a-Song is for use by young Lamh us

ers, supported by families, carers, or pre-school staff, etc. Using Lamh-a-Song 

should be a fun activity and an opportunity to practice signs. Singing and signing 

with the Lamh-a-song DVD is most effective when used as a shared activity, or as 

a reference for the family member, carer or staff member to use in face-to-face 

situations with the child. 

Teaches: Sign Language Develops: Language & Communication- Fine Motor Skills- Visual Perception 

ISBN: 2001700124384 Age: 3+yrs 

Time to Sing Catalogue #53 

Special Music CD for Kids with apraxia and other speech or language difficulties. A 

young child's world is filled with song, from the first lullaby, to "Happy Birthday". 

~~~~~~il Some children with apraxia struggle to speak and singing along with their friends 

with other delays. 

can seem hopeless- they can't keep up. If only the words were slower, they could 

sing along, too. Time To Sing! is the answer! The songs on this recording have all 

been newly arranged. The words are much slower than the originals, but the music 

is fun. This music recording is perfect for children with apraxia and other speech or 

language disorders, children learning English as a second language, and children 

Develops: Language & Communication -

ISBN: 2001700124360 Age: 3+yrs 

Punky DVD Cata Iogue # 54 

Punky is RTEs new animated TV series which tells stories from the everyday life 

of Punky, a little girl, who has Down syndrome. Punky is the star of our show. 

She's a happy little girl who loves music, dancing and hugs. And, she has Down 

syndrome. Punky loves playing with her big brother, Con, and jumping around 

with her dog, Rufus. She enjoys helping around the house with Mum and try

ing to make Cranky (her grandmother) just a little less cranky. As a child with Down syndrome, Punky lives 

in the moment. If something isn't right, if someone has a problem, Punky will set out to fix it. To Punky, 

the solution is always simple. 

Down Syndrome Ireland provided support and reviewed material during production of the series. 

Promotes: Equality and understanding Develops: Language & Communication 

ISBN: 2001700124377 Age: 3+yrs 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS 

Farmyard Friends Catalogue #55 

~_,_,_ .,. A first matching and sorting game. Match, sort and post your favourite farm

yard friends in this single player activity or multi-player game- Be the first play

er to match your farmer and you win the game! This combination of learning 

and play makes it easy to engage your child in learning at an early age. 2 ways 

to play I reversible game. Game 2 builds on the skills developed in Game 1. 

Develops: Literacy & Numeracy Skills- Matching and Memory- Hand-Eye Coordination -Visual Perception 

ISBN: 2001700123561 Age: 3+yrs Players: 2- 5 

Alphabet Lotto Cata Iogue # 56 

This simple lotto game will help very young children to recognize letters of the 

\' Jt.. alphabet and the sounds they make. Each player takes a lotto board, and play-
~ 0~-ia~ ~-2_ ... ~ ~ ~ ers must decide whether they all play with the letter or picture sides of the 

~~~r~. ~~ -3 boards. All the letter or picture cards are placed face down on the table, and 

players take it in turns to pick up one of the cards, which they show the other 

players. If the card matches one of the pictures or letters on their lotto board, they cover it with the card. 

Develops: Literacy & Numeracy Skills- Matching and Memory- Hand-Eye Coordination -Visual Perception 

ISBN:2001700123578 

cards, 4 farmer cards. 

Age: 3+yrs Players: 2 - 5 

Old MacDonald Lotto Catalogue #57 

A fun farmyard lotto for young players. Make lots of noises and actions as you 

find the farm cards to match the pictures on your playing board. Be the first 

player to match your farmer and you win the game! This combination of learn

ing and play makes it easy to engage your child in learning at an early age. 4 

play/learn options. Game includes: Board games- 4 farm boards, 24 farm 

Develops: Literacy & Numeracy Skills- Matching and Memory- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception 

ISBN: 2001700123585 Age: 2+yrs Players: 2- 5 

Farm Animal - Set Catalogue #58 

., This Classic Farm Animal Set is a fun set of realistic animals for your child to 

' enjoy. The Classic Farm Animal Set includes a horse, cow, donkey, goat, calf, 

sheep, pig, hen, lamb and goose. These animals are great to mix with other 

toys, such as vehicles and people. Your child can bring the animals to life and 

make them chase, play and jump around. Set of 10 farm animals. 

Develops: Language & Communication- Observation skills- Motor skills 

ISBN:2001700123738 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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EARLY LEARNING & PLAY SKILLS 

GIRAFFE Hand Puppet Catalogue #59 

This long sleeved giraffe puppet has moveable mouth and paws. Suitable for both 

adults and children. A hand can control the Giraffe's long neck and mouth to tell a 

story. Puppets encourage children to be creative, use their imagination to tell ex

~ ... ., ~,ft., citing stories, to bring fairy tales to life, to entertain and to have fun. 

Develops: Imagination & Creativity- Hand Eye Coordination- Memory & Matching

Observation skills- Language & Communication 

ISBN:2001700125305 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 

LION Hand Puppet Cata Iogue # 60 

With working mouth, hands and fantastic attention to detail, this puppet can be used by 

both adults and children and is designed to cover the whole of the lower arm. Puppets 

encourage children to be creative, use their imagination to tell exciting stories, to bring 

fairy tales to life, to entertain and to have fun 

Develops: Imagination & Creativity- Hand Eye Coordination- Memory & Matching

Observation skills- Language & Communication 

ISBN:2001700125350 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 

Old English Sheepdog Hand Puppet catalogue n61 

This long sleeved puppet- Old English Sheep Dog with white tip waggy tail feature, 

soft fur with working hands and mouth. A hand can control both the dog's arms and 

mouth. Puppets encourage children to be creative, use their imagination to tell ex

citing stories, to bring fairy tales to life, to entertain and to have fun 

Develops: Imagination & Creativity- Hand Eye Coordination- Memory & Matching

Observation skills- Language & Communication 

ISBN: 2001700125343 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 

A service of 
, ~, Kerry county Gouncll 
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Learn to Dress LILY Catalogue # 63 

Learn to Dress Lily is great for improving dexterity and practising doing up fasten

ings. A fun way for your child to learn to dress themselves, Learn to Dress Lily has 

buttons and zips to fasten, ribbons to tie and Velcro to open and close. Little ones 

will love helping Lily to dress and undress, little fingers will learn how to use all the 

fastenings- a skill that can then be used when dressing themselves. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Personal & Social Skills- Lan

guage and Communication- Imagination and Creativity. 

ISBN:2001700123998 Age: 18mths-3+yrs 

Learn to Dress MONKEY Catalogue # 64 

This award winning toy features 11 dressing activities which develop fine motor skills 

in children ages 18-months & older by practicing how to snap, hook, buckle, zipper, 

loop, tie and more. All of these activities are known to enhance fine motor abilities. 

Your children will learn the valuable skill of dressing themselves on their own with the 

(11) dressing activities, including lace-up sneakers to teach children to tie their shoes 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception- Language 

and Communication -Personal & Social Skills- Imagination and Creativity. 

ISBN: 2001700123462 Age: 18mths-3+yrs 

A service of 

Learn to Dress KITTY Catalogue # 65 

This award winning toy features 11 dressing activities which develop fine motor skills in 

children ages 18-months and older, by practicing how to snap, hook, buckle, zipper, 

loop, tie and more. All of these activities are known to enhance fine motor abilities -

Your children will learn the valuable skill of dressing themselves on their own with the 

(11) dressing activities, including lace up sneakers to teach your little one how to tie 

their shoes. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception- Language and 

Communication -Personal & Social Skills- Imagination and Creativity. 
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Lacing Animals - Foam Catalogue # 66 

~":'-..,...;.-~....-.~~ Wonder Foam lacing Animals are great for developing fine motor skills as 

well as learning shape recognition. Use for lacing, sequencing and even as 

stencils. Ten lacing animals in 1cm thick soft foam and 10 laces. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception

Personal & Social Skills- Imagination and Creativity. 

ISBN: 200170012 3783 Age: 3+yrs 

Pegboard - 20mm pegs 
Catalogue # 67 

Pegboard and 6 coloured worksheets help children develop colour 

recognition, eye-hand coordination and small motor skills- Pop one of the 

worksheets into the included transparent pegboard and match the design

or create one of your own. 

The set of 80 plastic pegs in assorted colours comes in a sturdy case. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills -Hand-Eye Coordination- Imagination and Creativity 

ISBN:2001700124179 Age: 3+yrs 

ISBN: 2001700124391 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 

Art Easel/Chalkboard - Stand catalogue n6s 

Early childhood education experts say that working on easels offers a variety of 

valuable learning opportunities for the preschool-aged child. Painting or draw

ing with large strokes encourages motor development while giving the child the 

opportunity to experiment with colour, shapes, and the varied textures created 

by different art media. Dry erase board- Comes with the accessories for more 

fun- Features double sided chalk and dry erase-boards- Height adjustable-

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Language & Communica

tion- Imagination & Creativity. 

Age: 3+yrs 

Jumbo Tweezers Catalogue # 69 

Encourages fine motor skills. Sold singly. Colours may vary. Suitable for 5+. Help 

children get a grip on early learning skills. Perfect tool for Primary Science lessons, 

early science explorations and sorting activities. Tweezers feature ergonomic de

pressions to guide a proper grip. Develops important fine motor control to build 

handwriting skills 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception-

ISBN: 2001700124438 Age: S+yrs 
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Animal Chopsticks Catalogue # 70 

Encourages fine motor skills. Sold singly. Colours may vary. Suitable for 5+. 

Helps children get a grip on early learning skills. Perfect tools to develop 

dexterity, precision and control in fine motor skills-This skill will also 

assist in clearer handwriting. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination -precision & control 

ISBN:2001700124407 Age: 3+yrs 

Easi-Grip Scissors - Left Handed Catalogue # 71 

Handle automatically reopens the scissors when pressure is released. Oper

ated by squeezing gently, using thumb and fingers, or fingers and the palm 

of the hand. Product is the green scissors on the left in the photograph. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand Eye Coordination -Encourages Precision & control 

ISBN: 2001700123967 Age: 4+yrs 

Easi-Grip Scissors - Right Handed catalogue n 12 

Handle automatically reopens the scissors when pressure is released. Oper

ated by squeezing gently, using thumb and fingers, or fingers and the palm 

of the hand. Product is the blue scissors on the right in the photograph. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand Eye Coordination -Encourages: Precision & control 

ISBN: 2001700123974 Age: 4+yrs 

Easi-Grip Scissors - Mini Catalogue # 73 

Two thirds the size of the standard Easi-Grip scissors. 30mm round ended 

stainless steel blade which in most cases can be used in either left or right 

hand. Handle automatically reopens the scissors when pressure is released. 

Operated by squeezing gently, using thumb and fingers, or fingers and the 

palm of the hand. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand Eye Coordination -Encourages: Precision & control 

ISBN: 2001700123950 Age: 4+yrs 

Parental Warning- All sharp items listed are to be used under the direct supervision of an adult I 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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ISBN:2001700123820 

Pencil Grip - Sample set Catalogue # 74 

Helps to improve handwriting skills. 12 of our pencil grips (one of 

each Grippy, Grotto, Kush N Flex, Ti Go, Solo, Air, Comfort, Crossguard, The 

Pencil Grip, Writing Claw Small, Writing Claw Medium, Writing Claw Large) 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand Eye Coordination -Precision & control 

Age: 3+yrs 

Weighted Pen Catalogue # 75 

These pens allow people to grip and write more easily. Weighted pens are 

specially made for people who have difficulty controlling their muscles. This 

pen is light in weight with the option to add weight according to each indi

vidual's specific needs. - Weighted pen helps reduce tremor- weights help 

to stabilize and control writing- Balanced weight helps to write more legibly 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand Eye Coordination -Assistance with: Precision & control 

ISBN:2001700124421 Age: NA 

Heavyweight Pen Catalogue # 76 

These pencils allow people to grip and write more easily. Weighted pens are 

specially made for people who have difficulty controlling their muscles. -

Weighted pencils help reduce hand and arm tremor and in doing so help to 

stabilize and control ones writing- sufficiently weighted pencils helps to 

write more legibly and with confidence 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand Eye Coordination -Assistance with: Precision & control 

ISBN: 2001700123479 

'-·- - '-U 

Age: NA 

Catalogue # 77a & 77b 

Sloped/Slanted Writing Board- BLACK & BLUE 

Corrugated plastic for durability. Angle adjustable from 20 to 40 degrees. Folds 

flat for storage. Clip for gripping paper. Provides assistance to children who 

have difficulty with handwriting. Promotes: Literacy Skills and Fine Motor Skills. 

It is also useful for people with limited upper body movement I balance. 

Assistance with: Hand Writing Skills & Coordination- Develops: Fine Motor 

Skills 

BLACK Cat# 77a ISBN: 2001700124506 Age: NA 

Age: NA BLUE Cat# 77b ISBN: 2001700124483 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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ISBN: 2001700124148 

' r . ~ , 

Click Clack Track Catalogue # 78 

Put a car at the top of the track, and watch it click and clack its way down the 

colourful tracks. We can do one car at a time, or set them off one after the 

other. Try starting the cars off wherever you like, and in any combination: start 

one halfway down and another at the top at the same time, or leave one at 

the bottom and see if the other car pushes it off the track. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception. 

Age: 12 months+ 

Link Caterpillar Catalogue # 79 

Great for strengthening little fingers and developing hand-to-eye coordination, 

your little one can enjoy joining the links up together to create the cute caterpil

lar. Little hands can explore all the different textures on the links, whilst the bright 

colours will keep them engaged and entertained when they are on the move! 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception 

ISBN: 2001700123714 Age: 18 months+ 

ISBN: 2001700123745 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 

Play Buttons - Set 
Cata Iogue # 80 

Sort, stack and thread together brightly coloured plastic buttons. Great for hon

ing fine motor skills, these colourful buttons are great fun to fiddle with. Sort 

them by shape or colour (or both), and use the laces included to thread them 

together. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception- Imagi

native Play 

Age: 3+yrs 

Cotton Reels Catalogue # 81 

Plastic tub of 24 reels- includes laces for threading. Shake, roll, sort and thread 

with these colourful cotton reels. Perfect for honing fine motor skills, these stur

dy plastic reels are fun to experiment with. Stack them as high as you can, roll 

them along the floor, sort them into their colours and thread the thick lace 

through them to join them up. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Visual Perception. 

ISBN:2001700123769 Age: 2+yrs 
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Cutting Fruit - Large Catalogue # 82 

This colourful wooden cutting fruit play food set for children features a 

wooden knife and chopping board with seven pieces of sliceable fruit that 

can be cut into a total of seventeen pieces. With Velcro used to join the 

fruit pieces together, this play food makes a fun CRUNCH sound when 

sliced. With so many pieces, it's also a great way to introduce the con

cepts of part whole and fractions! 

Develops: Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination -Visual Perception - Numeracy Skills 

ISBN: 2001700123936 Age: 2+yrs 

Cutting Food - Large Catalogue # 83 

This set contains eight full pieces of wooden food, a cutting board and a 

wooden knife. Food makes a fun 11 Crunch 11 sound when sliced. Broken/ 

sliced into over 25 pieces, it's also a great way to introduce the concepts 

of part, whole and fractions. 

Develops: Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination -Visual Perception - Numeracy Skills-

ISBN:2001700123943 Age: 2+yrs 

3 Screw Activity Set - Horizontal catalogue #84 

Great for two handed coordination, twisting the nuts into the thread on the 

block. These are no ordinary nuts and bolts! With three bright colours, the 

easy-to-grasp, easy-to-turn wooden nuts screw into a thick plastic thread. 

Place them correctly, then lock them securely in place. Finding the right size 

pieces and turning the bolts to secure them is a fresh way to promote basic skills. 

Develops: Hand-Eye Coordination -Fine Motor Skills- Coordination & Judgement-

ISBN:2001700124247 Age: 3+yrs 

3 Screw Nut & Bolt Block- Vertical Catalogue # 85 

Great for two handed coordination, twisting the nuts into the thread on the 

block. These are no ordinary nuts and bolts! With three bright colours, the 

easy-to-grasp, easy-to-turn wooden nuts screw into a thick plastic thread. 

Place them correctly then lock them securely in place. Finding the right size 

pieces and turning the bolts to secure them is a fresh way to promote basic skills. 

Develops: Hand-Eye Coordination -Fine Motor Skills- Coordination & Judgement-

ISBN: 2001700124339 Age: 3+yrs 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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Activity Centre - Large Catalogue # 86 

A double sided activity board with ten different items which can be used on a 
floor or table. It is designed for group play. Both sides offer many visual and 
audio activities. 

Develops: Numeracy Skills- Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination -Visual Perception- Language and 

Communication -Cause and effect- Imagination and Creativity. 

ISBN: 2001700125299 Age: 3+yrs 

Domino Train 
Catalogue # 87 

Kids love standing dominoes up and knocking them down. Now, with this 

switch adapted Domino Train that game gets even better. Load the mag

I I azine with dominoes and clip it into the top of the train; connect a 

switch; press the switch to make the train chug along, sound its bell and 

stand all the dominoes behind it in a line- perfect for knocking down. 

Develops: Hand-Eye Coordination- Fine Motor Skills- Observational Skills- Imagination & Creativity 

ISBN:2001700125282 Age: 3+yrs 

Squeezy Water Tube Catalogue # 88 

This is a great catching/throwing toy- as it is 'squidgy' and floppy and can 

jump out of your hand when throwing or fall funny into your hand when 

catching, due to the liquid filling. 

Develops: Hand-eye coordination, concentration core strength - Fine & 

Gross Motor Skills- Stimulates & Motivates 

ISBN:2001700125145 Age: 3+yrs 

Finger Light Ball - 25cm Catalogue # 89 

Regardless of their physical abilities, the Finger Light ball make everyone in 

the room a participant. That's because when fully inflated they're so respon

sive that their polyurethane (PU) panels will first stretch around the surface 

they hit (a finger, a nose or the top of a head) and then rebound off it. 

They're so light that they will literally float in a room like bubbles. 

Assistance with: Fine & Gross Motor Skills- Concentration & Calm- Focus & Concentration- Coordination 

ISBN:2001700124926 Age: 2+yrs 

A service of 
Kerry county Gouncll 
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GROSS MOTOR SKILLS 

River Stones 
Catalogue # 90 

Riverstones are inspired by stepping stones in a river with each side of the 

triangle varying in steepness and difficulty. The purpose is to jump from 

stone to stone without touching the floor- you can vary the position of the 

stones to create more challenging paths for advanced children. Each stone 

has rubber studs on the base which prevents it from slipping, and also pro

tect indoor floor areas. Builds children's confidence when jumping, judging 

distances, coordinating and balancing. Set of 6 riverstones. 

Develops: Gross Motor Skills- Coordination -Balance- Judgement & Measurement 

ISBN: 2001700124575 Age: 3-7yrs 

Swoosh Ball 
Catalogue # 91 

Just grab the handles, walk away from your partner until the ropes are taut and then 

'swoosh' the shuttle from one end to the other by moving your arms outward. Great 

fun for pairs of children! Helps build coordination and arm strength. 

Develops: Fine Motor Skills- Hand Eye Coordination- physical strength 

ISBN: 2001700124476 Age: 5+yrs Players: 2 or more 

wr-.-.t".,.....~ . ..,-~ .... .il 

Crawl Tunnel (295cm) 
Catalogue # 92 

This fun pop up play tunnel helps develop motor skills, muscle strength and imagi

nation. It teaches children cooperative interaction, encouraging them to work to-

..........,;.........:..~--..;::;_._,_-'--'"""""-......... .........., ...... gether with others to design mazes and tunnel forts. A 25 em wide transparent 

PVC strip provides light in the tunnel. Size 295 em long. Diameter 60 em. Extra Strong Polyester Fibre

PE coated. 

Develops: Gross Motor Skills- Personal & Social skills- physical strength- Imagination & Creativity 

ISBN: 2001700124582 Age: 3+yrs Players: 2 or more 

Peanut I Physio Roll 
Catalogue # 93 

Physio rolls are easier to use than traditional gym balls, as most of the move

ment is limited to forward and back, providing greater stability than a round 

ball. Also the saddle shape makes it easy to straddle, sit on or roll over. 

Designed to improve balance, gross motor skills and core strength. Can also 

be beneficial for those with attention or movement needs. 

Develops: Gross Motor Skills- Balance- Assistance with: Core Strengthening 

ISBN:2001700124469 Age: 3+yrs 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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GROSS MOTOR SKILLS 

Gym Ball - 30cm Catalogue # 94 

These exercise balls are used to improve flexibility, co-ordination and gross motor 

skills. Also used for core strengthening, mobility exercises, and balance training. A 

gym ball is more difficult to control than a peanut roll as it can travel in all direc

tions- The gym ball could be an advancement from the more stable Peanut ball. I!IJ Activity guide included 

Develops: Gross Motor Skills- Balance- Assistance with: Core Strengthening 

ISBN:2001700124452 Age: 3+yrs 

Gym Ball - 55cm 
Catalogue # 95 

These exercise balls are used to improve flexibility, co-ordination and gross mo

tor skills. Also used for core strengthening, mobility exercises, and balance train

ing. A gym ball is more difficult to control than a peanut roll as it can travel in all 

directions- The gym ball could be an advancement from the more stable Peanut 

ball. Activity guide included 

Develops: Gross Motor Skills- Balance- Assistance with: Core Strengthening 

ISBN: 2001700124520 Age: 5+yrs 

Bean Bags - Set of 12 
Catalogue # 96 

These bean bags are perfect for creating fun and safe games both indoors and 

outdoors. They are the perfect size for little hands and are very versatile as they 

can be used on their own or with other toys. Children will enjoy practising their 

throwing & catching skills and using the beanbags in balancing games. 

Develops: Fine & Gross Motor Skills- Hand Eye Coordination -Coordination & Judgement 

ISBN: 2001700124568 Age: 3+yrs Players: 2 or more 

Balance Board Catalogue # 97 

This balance board is a good starting point when the child's balance is 

challenged and needs improvement. Performing balance exercises on a balance 

board has been proven to help children with coordination problems. Improve

ments have been seen in rhythm, auditory and visual processing, and motor 

coordination in children struggling with sensory challenges. 

Develops: Gross Motor Skills- Balance- Assistance with: Core Strengthening- Sensory skills 

ISBN: 2001700124353 Age: 4+yrs 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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GROSS MOTOR SKILLS 

Disc'O'Bocce Catalogue # 98 

Soft disks which can be used to create new games. Disc-O-Bocce is a motor planning 

skill activity designed for use by individuals with upper extremity, mobility, balance, 

or neurological disabilities. This set of 9 discs has a variety of uses: the discs can be 

tossed on the ground and users can step on them to follow their path, tossed with 

the intent of hitting another disc of the same colour, used in a game of floor tic-tac

toe/Xs & Os. Disc'o'Bocce is a multi-functional toy which can be used for many 

games including bowls or as an educational toy for colour matching. They can also 

be used to create trails to help develop motor planning, balance and mobility. 

Develops: Balance- Gross Motor skills- Coordination- Creativity & Imagination- Colour recognition. 

ISBN:2001700125022 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

Grab-n-Rings Cata Iogue # 99 

When fully inflated, the 18cm Grab-N-Rings can be tossed, 

juggled, thrown like disks or rolled on their edges. Clear exterior with 

orange coloured PVC plastic ball-and-gel filling for tactile input. The Rings 

are filled with resilient PVC balls and just enough non-toxic gel to silently 

glide off each other. This product is latex free for individuals with latex allergies. 

Develops: Gross & Fine Motor Skills- Hand-Eye Coordination- Judgement & Coordination- Balance

Tactile stimulation . 

ISBN: 2001700124186 Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 or more 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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Sensory Processing Development 
Catalogue # 100 a & b 

Ear Defender- Red & Blue 
These sets are an excellent practical solution for children with auditory sen

sitivity- They can be used in a wide variety of settings- from concerts and 

car races to sporting events and shopping centres. Use them to protect 

your child's hearing or to help settle them when disturbed by a noisy environment. Blocks out distracting 

noise and helps the child to focus on a given task. Promotes: Concentration and Calming 

Assistance with: Concentration & Calm - Develops: Focus and Concentration 

RED ISBN: 2001700123455 cat# 100a BLUE ISBN: 2001700123806 cat# 100b Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 

ISBN: 2001700123486 

ISBN: 2001700124346 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry c ounty Gouncll 

Fibre Optic - Ice Lamp 
Catalogue # 101 

The base contains a collection of translucent crystal-like pieces that refract and 
reflect the changing light in the base of the lamp. Each of the tips of the fibre 
optic strands are lit with a piercing blue LED light. NOTE: This is a supplemen
tary learning aid & not a toy- Not suitable for young children. 

Promotes sensory stimulation, visual stimulation, self-regulation and calming. 

Age: Non Specific Players: 1 or more 

Fibre Optic Lamp - Black Magic catalogue n 102 

The base contains a collection of translucent crystal-like pieces that refract and 
reflect the changing light in the base of the lamp. Each of the tips of the fibre 
optic strands are lit with a piercing blue LED light. NOTE: This is a supplemen
tary learning aid & not a toy- Not suitable for young children. 

Promotes sensory stimulation, visual stimulation, self-regulation and calming. 

Age: Non Specific Players: 1 or more 

Disc 0' Sit- Junior & Senior catalogue n1o3a&b 

This inflatable, dynamic air cushion, mimics both the movement and shape of 

a therapy ball. The Disc 0 Sit Balance Cushion is professional-quality and 

made from tough, durable, latex-free PVC vinyl that is virtually indestructible. 

It can also be used on the floor for balance training and strengthening of the 

legs & hips. The smooth bumps provide a tactile experience and can help im

prove difficulties with tactile defensiveness. This cushion is smooth on one 

side and bumpy on the other side. Allows: Concentration and Calm. Focuses 

on the needs of children with autism, ADD, SID and ADHD-

Assistance with: Concentration & Calm - Develops: Focus and Concentration 

Junior 32cm ISBN: 2001700124711 cat# 103 a 

Senior 39cm ISBN: 2001700123813 Cat# 103 b 

Age: 4+yrs Players: 1 

Age: 8+yrs Players: 1 
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Sensory Processing Development 

Movement 

ISBN:2001700124667 

ISBN:2001700124650 

ISBN:2001700124643 

ISBN:2001700123912 

Catalogue # 104 a-c 

Stretcheze - small 1 medium 1 large 

An ideal tool for children with low tone motor planning challenges or 

sensory integration dysfunction. Each heavy weight stretchy resistance band is 

intended to be used individually, providing full body pressure during movement 

and exercise. This activates body centre awareness and strengthens core 

musculature, leading to better motor control and coordination. Plus it calms and 

feels good. 

Develops: Gross Motor Skills- Coordination -Core Strength- Balance and 

SMALL Cat# 104a 

MEDIUM Cat# 104b 

LARGE Cat# 104c 

Age: 3+yrs Players: 1 

Age: 6+yrs Players: 1 

Age: 9+yrs Players: 1 

Cata Iogue # 105 

Deep Pressure Sensory Vest- small 

The concept of the weighted vest or deep pressure vest is based on the 51 

therapy technique of deep pressure. Deep pressure is often used to assist the 

child to self-calm and relax so that sensory stimulus can be processed. The 

use of a weighted vest provides the child with unconscious information from 

the muscles and joints. Children who are easily distracted, hyperactive and 

lacking in concentration, respond positively to the additional weight or 

pressure a vest provides. 

Assistance with: Concentration & Calm -Allowing: Focus and Concentration 

Age: 3+yrs 

NOTE- To be used only on the specific recommendation of your therapist 

Twin Ball Massage Roller Cata Iogue # 106 

This Roller Massager gives a great tactile massage, the in

tensity is dependent on how much strength and pressure used. Its main aim 

is to stimulate and motivate but it also de-stresses muscles, comforts and 

relaxes the user. A simple yet immensely effective tactile experience, this 

flexible snake can be wrapped around the body, draped over the shoulders 

or placed under the feet to help stimulate the senses. It can also provide 

soothing massage relief to aching muscles. 

Develops: Concentration & focus- induces: Calm, Relaxation and System regulation. 

ISBN:2001700125190 Age: 3+yrs 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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Sensory Processing Development 

Weighted Snake - Small Catalogue # 107 

This is a 1kg weighted snake that can be used for sensory integration 

therapy. The snake is ideal for providing calming, deep-pressure input on 

shoulders and laps during play or seatwork. Enables: calm and relaxation 

allowing, concentration and Focus. 

Assistance with: Concentration & Calm -Allowing: Focus and Concentration 

ISBN: 2001700124230 Age: 3+yrs 

NOTE- To be used only on the specific recommendation of your therapist 

Vibrating Pillow Roll Catalogue # 108 

This roll features comforting vibration and is great to hold and squeeze. 

The pillow's soft outer cover provides an interesting texture for people to rub 

their hands over. The inside is filled with thick polyurethane foam filling. The 

Pillow has an on/off switch and is battery operated. 

Assistance with: Relaxation and Calmness- Concentration and Focus 

ISBN: 2001700124674 Age: 4+yrs 

Massage Cushtie - pillow/cushion Catalogue # 109 

Vibration has many therapeutic benefits for people with disabilities or sensory 

processing disorders. It provides soothing, regulating and healing effects to any 

part of your body. For the under sensitive child, the pillows can provide the 

necessary input to help calm and regulate their system. For the oversensitive 

child, it can be a tool to help increase their tolerance to tactile input. 

Develops: Concentration & focus- induces: Calm and relaxation and System regulation. 

ISBN:2001700124254 Age: 1+yrs 

Tactile Massage Ball - Therasensory 

65cm 

Catalogue # 110 

This 65cm gym ball has a knobbly surface all over to relax and stimulate 

muscles and provide tactile feed back. These exercise balls are used to 

improve flexibility, co-ordination and gross motor skills. Also used for core 

strengthening, mobility exercises, and balance training. A gym ball is more 

difficult to control than a peanut roll as it can travel in all directions. 

Develops: Balance & Concentration -Core Strengthening- Sensory Stimulation - Coordination & 

Judgement- Observation skills- Language & Communication 

ISBN:2001700125183 Age: S+yrs 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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Sensory Processing Development 

ISBN: 2001700124902 

LED Body Massager Catalogue # 111 

Vibrating Body Massager (blue) with soft coloured 

lighting. 3 special pads for optimum pressure. Perfect for de-stressing and relax-

ation. Requires 3 x AAA batteries. 

Develops: Tactile stimulation -Relaxation and Calm- Aids Sleep- Increases 

Concentration skills. 

Age: 3+yrs 

Vibrating Massage Tube Catalogue # 112 

This long water hose-shaped tube vibrates and has two levels of intensity. Its 

main aim is to stimulate and motivate but it also de-stresses muscles, comforts 

and relaxes the user. A simple yet immensely effective tactile experience, this 

flexible snake can be wrapped around the body, draped over the shoulders or 

placed under the feet to help stimulate the senses. It can also provide sooth

ing massage relief to aching muscles. 

Promotes: Calm and relaxation -Stimulates & Motivates- Concentration & focus 

ISBN: 2001700124278 Age: 3+yrs 

NOTE- To be used only on the specific recommendation of your therapist 

Vibrating Bug Catalogue # 113 

These great little jittering bugs are massagers for sore, tired and aching 

muscles. Its body fits perfectly in your hand, while its feet work muscles and 

relieve stress. Its main aim is to stimulate the senses and motivate the user 

but it also de-stresses muscles, comforts and relaxes the user. A simple yet 

immensely effective tactile experience. Press his nose and feel him vibrate. 

Promotes: Calm and relaxation -Stimulates & Motivates 

ISBN:2001700125220 Age: 3+yrs 

Calmer By Nature- DVD Catalogue # 114 

A special, pure, nature film, with stunning footage, without people or even voice

over, just accompanied by nature's sounds and calls. Take a magical journey, 

follow a mountain stream to the sea and along the way have close encounters 

~~ ... ~.:"i~' with wild deer, badgers, woodpeckers, swans, ducklings, trout etc. As you escape 

into this natural world, you will see only nature's wonders and hear her natural 

sounds. Runtime: 57 mins 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation- Calming & relaxation- Observational Skills-

ISBN:2001700124933 Age: 3+yrs 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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Sensory Processing Development 

Boing! - Light Ball Catalogue # 115 

This is a multi-functional light ball with a tactile ribbed rubber covering. It changes 

into 7 different colours, one by one, simply by squeezing the end of the ball. The 

ball has three light modes- constant colour, slow phase and fast phase flashing. 

These items can stimulate and encourage and equally induce calm and relaxation 

through its mood lighting options. 

Develops: Sensory stimulation -Lighting options: a sense of Calm & Relaxation and Stimulate & Energise 

ISBN: 2001700125008 Age: 6+yrs 

Glitter Ball Catalogue # 116 

Shake and bounce to create a "snow storm" of glitter and flashing lights. Glitter 

ball that lights up as it bounces! Turn off the room lights and be dazzled by their 

shimmering lights as you bounce the ball. This light up glitter ball is a great multi

sensory experience, which is fascinating to observe. 

Develops: Sensory stimulation - imagination and creativity 

ISBN: 2001700124971 Age: 3+yrs 

Soothing Sound & Mood Light Catalogue # 117 

Plays relaxing nature sounds with colour change lighting effect. Colour changing 

mood light with soothing sounds. Relax to the sounds of nature and mood lighting. 

5 Relaxing sounds and 3 light/sound options Touch On/Off control. 

Develops: Sensory stimulation - Lighting options: gives a sense of Calm & Relaxation 

ISBN:2001700124995 

Relaxation 

ISBN: 2001700124957 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 

Age: 3+yrs 

Ocean Drum Catalogue # 118 

Plays relaxing nature sounds with colour change lighting effect. Colour changing 

mood light with soothing sounds Relax to the sounds of nature and mood 

lighting. 5 Relaxing sounds and 3 light/sound options Touch On/Off control. 

Develops: Sensory stimulation- Lighting options: gives a sense of Calm & 

Age: 3+yrs 
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Sensory Processing Development - Visual 

Calms & relaxes 

Light Show Stick Catalogue # 119 

The light stick provides a 360 degrees light show. With 32 patterns provided by super

bright LEOs it is almost hypnotic at night but still effective in the day time. Switch to turn 

on or off. Great sensory benefits- can both stimulate and calm -can develop motivation 

and performance in tasks and can reduce stress and anger. 

Develops: Sensory stimulation- Creativity & Imagination- Colour recognition 

ISBN: 2001700125077 Age: 1+yrs 

Aduki Catalogue # 120 

Turn aduki on and it comes alive, changing colour through a spectrum of colours. 

Enhancing and creating moods through its light settings. Aduki is rechargeable 

lasting 6-8 hours without a lead. 

Develops: Sensory stimulation- Creativity & Imagination- Colour recognition -

ISBN:2001700125060 Age: 3+yrs 

Laser Sphere Catalogue # 121 

This dual use laser pod is a relaxing colour changing mood light as well as being a light 

show projector. With the iridescent semi sphere top attached, beautiful patterns are 

created within the sphere. Remove the top and a dazzling light show is displayed up

on the ceiling. When the stresses of the day become too much for your child, the La

ser Sphere is a great way to relax or unwind or similarly motivate and revitalise- with 

the specific colour/mood option. 

Develops: Creativity & Imagination- Colour recognition- Stimulates & Motivates 

ISBN:2001700125107 Age: 3++yrs 

NOTE- To be used only on the specific recommendation of your therapist 

Octopus Wave Effect Light Catalogue # 122 

Blue waves on the walls give off a calming underwater atmosphere throughout 

the room. A calming sleep aid, also suitable for relaxation and cosy corners. 

Night light projector lamp with Wave Scene. Multi-Colour. On-off switch is 

located between the eyes of the octopus and there is a safety shut-off after 30 

minutes. Use indoors and out. 3 x AG13 batteries Included. 

Assistance with: Relaxation & Calm - Focus and Concentration - Distraction and Calm 

ISBN:2001700125251 Age: 3+yrs 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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Sensory Processing Development - VISUAL 

Light-Up Colouring Changing Egg 
Cata Iogue # 123 

This magical egg gently changes colour right before your eyes. A special switch can 

hold the ever changing light onto the colour of your choice. Watch in wonder as 

the opaque coloured egg slowly transforms with morphing colours. Creates a 

calming and relaxing atmosphere. Use indoors & out. 3 x AG13 batteries included. 

Assistance with: Sensory stimulation -Relaxation & Calm - Focus and Concentration - Distraction & Calm 

ISBN:2001700124216 Age: 3+yrs 

Sensory Processing Development - AUDIO 

Bell Ball Catalogue # 124 

This item/toy is very good for baby's Intelligence and Sensory development. Can 

entertain all children with particular advantage to children with visual impairment

the bell alerts the child where the ball is to retrieve/catch and to throw return to 

their players. 

Develops: Creativity & Imagination- Colour recognition -Stimulates & Motivates I 
Sensory stimulation 

ISBN: 2001700125084 Age: 3++yrs 

Scooters Board - economy Catalogue # 125 

Scooter boards can be used to develop skills in the following areas, upper 

body and core strength, motor planning activities and as part of a sensory di

et. Promotes: Gross Motor Skills- Sense of Balance- Coordination - Reaction 

-Concentration- includes: Our Fun Deck- Scooter Board Activities Booklet 

r'!1=~~~ which gives 54 illustrated ideas for using a scooter board correctly, imaginatively & 

safely. Develops: Sensory Stimulation Balance/Auditory Skills- Assistance with: 

. =---- Gross Motor Skills- Balance- Core Strengthening 

ISBN: 2001700124537 Age: 3+yrs 

Voice Box - COW Catalogue # 126 

These simple and 'old school' toys are a great way to teach chil

dren sounds with visual cues. All you do is shake or turn the animal voice shaker 

and listen as they make animal sounds. Helps children understand 11Cause and 

I effect 11
• 

Develops: Sensory stimulation - Language & Communication - Matching & Lis

tening- Observational Skills- Teaches: Cause & effect 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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Sensory Processing Development - AUDIO 

Tolo Car Cat# 127 

This switch adapted battery powered car is taken from the Tolo First Friends 

series of toys. Connect any standard switch into the socket and press it to 

make the car start-up and drive away. The car operates in "timed" mode for 

10 seconds when turned on, rewarding the child with lots of sensory 

stimulation. The car can also be started by pressing the driver down onto 

the seat. When activated the child will be rewarded by hearing and seeing. 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation- Fine Motor Skills- Observational Skills -Imagination & Creativity 

ISBN:2001700125275 Age: 3+yrs 

NOTE- To be used only on the specific recommendation of your therapist 

Rainbow Maker Cat# 128 

You can see the falling rain as well as hear it! A simple turn creates a combina

tion of sounds and colours cascade through the tube recreating the soft sound 

of gently falling rain. 

The Rainbow spinner has a colourful spinner for additional fun effects! 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation- Balance- Creativity & Imagination- Colour recognition. 

ISBN:2001700125053 Age: 6+mths 

Jingle Ball - SScm Cat# 129 

'J This musical/jingle ball contains 4 ringing bells. It is used for auditory tracking for 

people who have sight impairment. Supplied deflated- inflate with Ball Pump. 

Rubber inflatable ball with four metal balls that emit different sounds when the ball 

is in motion. Size: 55cm diameter 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation- Coordination & Judgement- Stimulates amd Moti

vates -Sensory and Auditory skills 

ISBN: 2001700125046 

ISBN: 2001700125039 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 

Age: 3+yrs 

Meowsic Keyboard Cat# 130 

Features includes 20 songs which can be played with different tempo & beat, a 

microphone & recording facility, volume control and keyboard. 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation - Hearing & Listening Skills- Matching & Memory

Creativity & Imagination- Hand-Eye Coordination- Stimulates & Motivates 

Age: 2+yrs 
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Sensory Processing Development - Tactile 

Hairy Caterpillar - Large Catalogue # 131 

This unusual and very playful Caterpillar is a highly pli

able rubbery worm shape, covered in soft stretchy velvety tentacles, with 2 soft 

white squidgy eyes. Ideal resource for promoting a calming effect, distracting 

negative behaviour, and also a super fidget toy. 

Develops: Concentration & focus- induces: Calm and relaxation and System regulation. 

ISBN: 2001700125268 Age: 3+yrs 

Hand Trainer Eggserciser! - Orange 

(extra soft) 

Catalogue # 132 

Relieve stress and strengthen your hands, forearms and fingers with simple 

exercises. Egg shaped design with a textured surface for a perfect fit in small

er/children's hands. There are 3 resistance levels included: extra soft (orange), 

Green (Soft), Medium (Blue) and Firm (Plum). Find the perfect resistance for your child's needs, starting 

with this orange, soft trainer and increase when strength improves. 

Develops: Hand & arm strength- Dexterity induces: Calm and relaxation and System regulation. 

ISBN: 2001700124988 Age: 1+yrs 

Mini Textured Massager 
Catalogue # 133 

Relaxation & Sensory Integration Tool. Increase facial muscle tone with 

this hand-held mini massager. Two interchangeable heads supply 

different textures. After each use clean the interchangeable heads with 

mild soap and water. Massager is 411
• Includes one AA battery and metal 

box for storage. 

Develops: Concentration & focus- induces: Calm and relaxation and System regulation. 

ISBN: 2001700125121 Age: 4+yrs 

A service of 
Kerry county Gouncll 

Bitty Bottom - cushion Catalogue # 134 

Bitty Bottom cushions are moulded to be a perfect fit and contain small PVC balls for 

a sensory effect. Cushions are ideal for childen who need to wiggle, fidget and move! 

Use on the ground, in a chair, during mealtime, circle time and just about anytime! 

Assistance with: Sensory stimulation -Concentration and Focus- General increase in 

performance 

ISBN:2001700124599 Age: 4+yrs 
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Sensory Processing Development - Tactile 

0 0 Wiggle Worm Catalogue # 135 

This jointed worm bends, twists, turns and wiggles. Brightly coloured and very 

wiggly, these wooden Wiggly Worms can shuffle along in lots of different 

directions 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation- Hand -Eye Coordination- Colour recognition. 

ISBN: 2001700124940 Age: 1+yrs 

Sand Ball Catalogue # 136 

These colourful, durable and heavy sand shapes perfectly fit into small hands. 

Thanks to their strong grippy texture that makes them easy to grasp, these sand 

balls can be used as juggling tools for older children and light-throw & catch 

games for younger children -lack of bounce gives more control/direction. 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation - Hand-Eye Coordination -Dexterity - Hand and Arm Strengthening. 

ISBN: 2001700124964 Age: 1++yrs 

Spiky Hedgehog - Red - Mini Catalogue # 137 

Feel the funny rubbery spikes and feel them against your face or wriggle them 

between your fingers-a great distracting tactile activity, allowing the normally 

fidgety child to calm or relax from a stressful event and can allow the child to 

concentrate & focus on a not her task. 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation -Concentration & focus- induces: Calm & relaxation & System regulation. 

ISBN:2001700125411 Age: 2+yrs 

Ruff's House Teaching Tactile Set Catalogue # 138 

Help the fuzzy dog sort through all the textured rubber and cloth bones he hid in 

his doghouse. Builds fine motor sensory play skills, plus teaches children about 

matching, taking turns and sharing. Features a variety of rubber and cloth bones: 

smooth, silky, scratchy, bumpy, ridged and more. 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation - Hand Eye Coordination -Memory & Matching-

Observation skills- Language & Communication 

ISBN: 2001700125237 Age: 3+yrs 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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Sensory Processing Development - Tactile 

GoGo Touch, Match & Counting Catalogue # 139 

The GoGo Touch and Match Numbers and Letters, is a versatile game that 

will help develop early language, number and tactile skills. The larger piec

es have ten different textures on the top and a corresponding texture in 

the base tray so that children can match by touch. Lots of fun, stimulating 

games can be played such as mixing up the textured pieces and asking the children to close their eyes as 

they try and match up the piece and place it in the correct position on the base tray. This is sure to pro

vide hours of entertainment and traditional play value. 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation- Numeracy & Literacy- Coordination & Judgement- Memory & Matching 

-Hand-Eye Coordination 

ISBN: 2001700125169 Age: 3+yrs 

Koosh Ball - Classic Catalogue # 140 

The classic Koosh Ball! feels-great-in-your-hand, ball never rolls or bounces away! 

Its easy to throw and fun to catch! Introduce this retro game to your children or 

wrap the string around your finger and enjoy it solo. This KOOSH ball is perfect for 

children who are immobile or visually impaired and cannot chase a rolling/hopping 

ball. 

Develops: Tactile Stimulation -Hand-Eye Coordination -Stimulates & Motivates 

ISBN:2001700125091 Age: 3+yrs 

Sensi Pipe Catalogue # 141 

The Sensi Pipe is a tube made of different fabrics that contains a partly invisible 

labyrinth. The challenge is to lead the ball through it. In doing so, you learn playful

ly and in a quite exciting way to get a feeling for different materials and objects. 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation- Hand Eye Coordination- Memory & Matching

Observation skills- Language & Communication 

ISBN:2001700125138 Age: 3+yrs 

Sensory Cushion Set Catalogue # 142 

Different textures and colours provide a lovely sensory experience for all ages. 

Includes storage bag with handles strong enough for the bag to be hung up. 

Machine washable. Simple yet really appealing. 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation-- Memory & Matching- Observation skills

Language & Communication 

ISBN: 2001700125213 Age: 2+yrs 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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Sensory Processing Development - Tactile 

Teachable Touchables 
Cat# 143 

Children can explore ten different textures with these engaging tactile squares

scratchy, slippery, silky or soft? Young learners build tactile awareness, vocabu

lary, matching and communication skills as they interact with these twenty tex-

ture squares (ten different pairs). Each textured pillow or patch measures approx

imately 6cm, perfect for small hands! Cloth drawstring storage bag and Activity 

Guide included. 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation - Hand Eye Coordination -Memory & Matching

Observation skills- Language & Communication 

ISBN:2001700125114 Age: 3+yrs 

Warmies! - Dog 
Cat# 144 

Warmies are a bright new range of fully heatable soft toys. Fully microwavable 

and gently scented with French Lavender. Simply heat in a microwave for two 

minutes to release the soothing aroma. Surface clean with a damp sponge. This 

Dog is a perfect companion for day and night. 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation- Tactile stimulation- Relaxes and Calms- Aids 

Sleep- Concentration skills. 

ISBN: 2001700124919 Age: 3+yrs 

Scents Sort Match-Up Kit Cat# 145 

Match up the 30 scent filled cups with beautifully illustrated picture cards. 

The self sealing cups are perfect for storage and the scents will last for 

years! Six different games for a variety of developmental levels. Includes a 

comprehensive guide. 30 scents; 30 picture discs .. 

Develops: Matching & Memory Skills- Numeracy Skills- Concentration skills -Observational Skills 

ISBN: 2001700124261 Age: 3+yrs 

Hedgehog Ball Cat# 146 

This colourful ball has a relaxing yet tactilely stimulating effect. Find relief for achy 

muscles and give hands a good workout. The variety of sizes of these balls ensures 

their diverse use. These balls are also ideal for improving circulation anywhere on 

the body, for reflexology and for a simple massage. It stimulates the hand nerves 

and assists in grip exercise. 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation- Calming & relaxation Aids: Concentration & Focus 

ISBN:2001700124209 Age: 3+yrs 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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Sensory Processing Development - Tactile 

Mud Balls - Set of 3 Catalogue # 147 

........ ,___...,,.., The Textured Sensory Mud Ball Pack of 3 is designed by experts and ideal for 

home or classroom use. Each ball has an exterior bumpy, pointy, or smooth tex

tured surface. Each ball inside is filled with large beads, small beads or sand. 

There is a hidden snake in each ball for an added surprise to get those fingers working. Use as a fidget, a 

finger strengthener or for an abundance of communication opportunities describing similarities and 

differences. 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation- Memory & Matching- Observation skills- Language & Communication 

ISBN:2001700125206 Age: 3+yrs 

Reflex Soft Ball - Scm Catalogue # 148 

This Reflex Ball works really well for children who fidget and wriggle. It can also 

be used as a massage tool and promote relaxation and treatment for tense tight 

muscles. It has uses such as: stress reliever, hand therapy, reflexology exercises, 

Improves blood circulation, stimulates muscle reflexes, eases away tension. 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation- Calming & relaxation Aids: Concentration & Focus 

ISBN: 2001700125152 Age: 3+yrs 

Tactile Hedgehog Mat Catalogue # 149 

This mat works really well for children who fidget and wriggle- it helps children to 

focus and concentrate on other tasks while senses are being distracted by the tactile 

textured surface of the mat. It also has a therapeutic benefit-can address reflexology 

points, improve blood circulation, stimulates muscle reflexes, eases away tension. 

Develops: Sensory Stimulation- Calming & relaxation Aids: Concentration & Focus 

ISBN: 2001700125176 Age: 3+yrs 

Grab-n-Ball - Yellow Catalogue # 150 

The Textured Sensory Gel filled Ball Pack is designed by experts and ideal for home 

or classroom use. These are uniquely textured on the inside & the outside. Each 

exterior has a bumpy, pointy textured surface. Each PVC ball is filled with non

toxic gel. This makes the ball a great throw and catch for children with limited arm 

and hand movement and power. The surface texture is a great fidget toy and encourages vascular circula

tion in hands and fingers. 

Develops: Fine Motor skills- Sensory Stimulation -Coordination & Judgement- Observation skills 

ISBN: 2001700124285 Age: 3+yrs 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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Kerry Library 

Kerry Libraries - Listed North to South 

Ballybunion - Listowel - Castleisland -

Tralee - Dingle - Killorglin - Killarney - Caherciveen -

Kenmare - Mobile 1 & 2 cover over 90 locations over 

a 2 week period 

Daingean Ui Chuis 

/ j 
I 

a 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY 

Kerry Library also has specific software installed in each Juvenile PC in all 9 branch Libraries. 

The software is designed to address the learning needs of all children with particular ~ 

emphasis on the learning processes of children with Dyslexia. ll ~:;:;;~::,.,Connoil Leabha~~~~ 

Software available: Word5hark4 - Number5hark4 - StarSpe/1 3 www.k errylibrary.ie Ba!ntaitneamhasanFolla.su 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 

Free to use or trial at any of the Kerry libraries 

Wordshark4 helps students to read and spell within a 

structured learning process. 9,000 word database with an option 

to add your own words. Includes a course in phonics. Often used 

in mainstream teaching but particularly helpful for children with 

dyslexia. Age: 4+yrs 

Number5hark4 This CD ROM is an excellent educational program for learning 

and reinforcing numeracy skills. It has over 50 different games, covering addi

tion, subtraction, multiplication and division of whole numbers, decimals, 

fractions, percentages and negative numbers in ways which add meaning and 

understanding to these operations. V4 includes new games & extra teacher/ 

administration functions. CD ROM Age: 4+yrs 

STARSPELL3- Easy to use and popular with pupils, StarSpell simply corrects 

any mistake and the pupil tries again. StarSpell has a comprehensive and 

progressive approach to spelling. Every word is spoken, and has a sentence 

in context. Adding your own lists is easy. Specially designed games and work

sheets reinforce learning. Often used in mainstream teaching but particularly 

helpful for children with dyslexia. Age: 4+yrs 
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Library I Leabharlann E-mail I R-Phost 

Ballybunion I Baile an Bhuineanaigh ballybunion@kerrylibrary.ie 

Caherciveen I Cathair Saidhbhfn cahirciveen@kerrylibrary.ie 

Castleisland I Oilean Ciarraf castleisland@kerrylibrary.ie 

Dingle I An Daingean dingle@ kerrylibra ry. ie 

Kenmare I An Neidfn kenmare@kerrylibrary.ie 

Killarney I Cill Airne killarney@ kerrylibrary. ie 

Killorglin I Cill Orglan killorglin@kerrylibrary.ie 

Listowel I Lias Tuathail listowel@kerrylibrary.ie 

Mobile 2 I Leabharlann Taistil 2 mobiles@ kerrylibra ry. ie 

Mobile I 

Tralee I 

I Leabharlann Taistill mobiles@ kerrylibra ry. ie 

Tra u tralee@kerrylibrary.ie 

~erry 
/ 

-=-- '--"_r ar y ~ 
L abh ar n n 

Chiarrai 
Carta Ballraiochta 
Membership Card 

~ '8" ffi A service of 
~ Kerry County Council www .kerry library .ie 

www.kerrylibrary.ie 

A service of 
Ke'r::'Y County Council 

Phone I F6n 

068-27615 

066-9472287 

066-7163403 

066-9151499 

064-6641416 

064-6632655 

066-9761272 

068-23044 

087-6656412 

087-2896998 

066-7121200 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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NOTES 

A service of 
. ~· Kerry county Gouncll 
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